The Little Bookroom

A girl sits in a dusty room, crammed to the rafters with books. Sunlight dances on the covers,
between which are stories of magical worlds and faraway places, lands of princesses, kings,
giants, and real children too. Eleanor Farjeon was that girl, who was so enchanted by her little
bookroom that she recreated it by writing this wonderful collection of short stories. This
charming book was the winner of the prestigious Carnegie Medal and is beautifully illustrated
throughout by Edward Ardizzone, whose exquisite pictures immediately bring to mind the
magical atmosphere of the stories
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The Little Bookroom opened its doors to the public on Friday the 13th October, Albert Ullin,
after studying literature and languages and working extensively. The Little Bookroom Nicholson Street, Carlton North, Victoria, Australia - Rated based on 60 Reviews Such a
wonderful array of books, and. Eleanor Farjeon's stories and poems have been a delight to
children for many years, and here she has brought together a new collection of some of her
own. The Little Bookroom has ratings and 61 reviews. Cheryl said: The world would be a
better place if more ppl loved Farjeon, and George MacDonald (The P.
To this day, a copy of The Little Bookroom sits on my nightstand, although I would be hard
pressed to explain exactly why it should prove so.
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